1. Introduction. The notion of the P-limit set Px of a point is a natural generalization of that of the omega limiting set of a point. (See [l] and [2] . See [2] for notation and terminology.)
It is well known that Px is compact and nonempty if the corresponding semiorbit xP has compact closure. In this paper we establish (Theorem 2) the converse of this statement for transformation groups with locally compact Hausdorff phase space and generative phase group. We introduce the concept of A-connectedness and show (Theorem 1) that a replete semigroup has a translate which is A-connected. This is a generalization of a result of F. J. Hahn [3, Lemma 3.6] on replete semigroups in Rn.
A-connectedness.
Let T be a generative topological group.
Thus T is abelian and is generated by a compact neighborhood K of the identity, i.e., T= U"_0 Kn. We may assume without loss of generality that K is symmetric.
We now fix K for the remainder of this section.
Let P be a replete semigroup in T. Define an equivalence relatioñ on P as follows: a~6 provided that there exist kx, • • • , knEK such that (1) b = akx ■ ■ ■ kn.
(2) akx • ■ ■ kiEP for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.
Definition. A subset Q of P is said to be K-connected provided that all the elements of Q belong to the same equivalence class.
Remark.
(1) Any subset of a A-connected set is A-connected. Then PQ is K-connected.
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Proof. Let px, p2EP-Since Q is a replete semigroup, T=QQ~l [2, Theorem 6 .04]. Hence pxp2xEQQrl and so p1Qr\p2Q^0. Now pxQ and p2Q are both X-connected, so pxQS-)p2Q is -fiT-connected. But px and p2 were chosen arbitrarily, so Upep PQ = PQ is i£-connected. Theorem 1. There exists pEP such that pP is K-connected.
Proof. It suffices to find a i£-connected replete semigroup Q contained in P. For then pPQPQ for any pEQChoose pEP such that pKQP. Then pEKm for some w = 0. Let Q= U"=m pnKn. Then Q is a replete semigroup [2, Theorem 6.08] and it is clearly contained in P. We show that Q is A'-connected.
Since pEKm and eEKm+1, it follows that pmKmr\pm+lKm+1^0, as pm+1 is in both sets. Now let j'^0. Then pm+>Kmr\pm+'+lKm+17±0, and so ^»>+Ji5:™+)/Y^m+'+1A:m+J'+1^0. Hence by (3) and (5) of the Remark, Q is if-connected.
Definition.
(See [l].) A subset E of P is said to be P-extensive provided that EC\pP^0 for all pEPCorollary. Let Px and P2 be subsets of P such that no member of Px is in the same equivalence class as any member of P2. Then Px and P2 cannot both be P-extensive. Lemma 2. Let Px and P2 be disjoint subsets of P such that Px^JP2 -P.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) PxKC\P2 = 0. 3. Theorem on compactness of limit sets and semiorbit closures. Definition.
(See [2] .) Let xEX and let P be a replete semigroup in T. Then the P-limit set of x is defined by Px = D c\(xtP).
It is easy to show that Px is closed and invariant, and that Px = ()P€pd(xpP). E. m. coven Then Px\JP2 = P and PxC\P2 = 0.
Let pxEPi and kEK. Then xpapxkEUK and so pi&£P2. Thus PxKC\P2 = 0 and then by Lemma 2, no member of Px is in the same equivalence class as any member of P2. Hence by the corollary, Pi and P2 cannot both be P-extensive. We now show that Pi is P-extensive. Since Px is invariant, Upo1 is a neighborhood of Px. As Pxt*0, \pEP\xpEUpo1} is P-extensive. However this last set is precisely Pi. Thus we conclude that P2 is not P-extensive, i.e., that there exists p£P such that P2C\pP = 0.
Hence pPQPx-Then xpPQxPxQUpo1-Thus xPQUpo'p'1 and so cl(xP) is compact.
